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Abstract

**Purpose**: The purpose of this study was to compare the inter-joint coordination during sit-to-stand [STD] and stand-to-sit (SIT) execution between healthy people and people with low back pain.

**Methods**: Fifteen healthy adults (age= 45.14±5.18 years) and fifteen age-matched (age= 46.17±8.26) people with chronic low back pain were selected voluntarily. They performed three repetitions of STD and SIT movement patterns in their preferred pace. Motion analysis system was used for measuring 3-dimensional [3D] angular displacement of hip, knee and ankle joints during execution of movement patterns. Decomposition indices were analysed and were compared between two groups through Hotelling T$^2$ Multivariate Analysis of variance [MANOVA] and follow-up Analysis of Variance [ANOVA].

**Results**: The results showed that there is a significant difference (T$^2$ = 18.32, F$_{14, 5}$= 8.33, p<.05) between the groups on decomposition indices. The ANOVA follow-up results showed that there are significant differences between two groups on decomposition indices of the whole pattern of STD (F$_{1, 18}$ = 7.96, p<.05), whole pattern of SIT (F$_{1, 18}$ = 5.37, p<.05), the first-half phase of STD (F$_{1, 18}$ = 7.26, p<.05) and the first-half phase of SIT (F$_{1, 18}$ = 6.33, p<.05).

**Conclusions**: People with low back pain have dis-coordination in the function of different body parts, and results in pausing of one segment while the other segment moves independently. This knowledge may help in the development of rehabilitation strategies for movement in this population.
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Introduction

Low back pain is common in many developed countries (1, 2, 3, 4). According to a national survey in the UK (1) it is reported that 40% of adults have experienced back pain lasting more than one day in the previous 12 months. In addition, it is reported that 15% of people with back pain said they were in pain throughout the year. The European Union Commission study (2) in 2007 reported that 67 million people of the European countries had experienced pain in their lower or upper back in the previous week. Strine and Hootman (3), based on the National Health Interview Survey in 2002 in USA from adults over 18 years, reported that 34 million people suffered from low back pain. Fernández-de-las-Peñas et al. (4) in a recent report from Spanish population reported that 1-year prevalence of low back pain in adults over 16 years was approximately 20%.

Low back pain has physical, psychological, social and economical consequences for the individual. It is believed that adults with low back pain exhibit more psychological distress, engage in more risky health behaviours than adults without back pain (3) and are more likely to experience depression and other physical complaints such as arthritis and osteoporosis (4, 5).

Some surveys reported that in the UK, 12.5% of all sick days were found to be related to low back disorders. In Sweden it is estimated that 13.5% of sick days were the result of lower back problems (6). The economic cost of back pain on society in the Netherlands has been estimated to be 1.7% of the gross national product (7). In another survey in UK it is reported that the direct health care cost of back pain in 1998 was 1632 million, of which approximately 35% relates to services provided in the private sector (8).

Physical and behavioural consequences of low back pain are interrelated so that behavioural changes often are accompanied with physical limitations in painful regions. In a severe level of back pain, it can result in movement disability that ultimately may lead to sufferers avoiding their daily activities or occupations in the short or long term (9). Since
mechanical stressors in the workplace are the most important cause of low back incidence in the developed countries and its manifestations are physical complaints in different forms such as back ache, back pain, muscle soreness, muscle stiffness and limited joint range of motion due to pain (10).

Keefe and Block (11) labelled the pain behaviours in low back persons into 4 categories including guarding, bracing, rubbing and grimacing, which were later expanded by McDaniel et al. (12) into 8 categories including guarding, bracing, grimacing, sighing, rigidity, self-stimulation, passive and active rubbing.

Guarding is one of the observable features of pain behaviours that has attracted the attention of scientists investigating low back pain. Keefe and Block (11) defined guarding as abnormal stiff, interrupted, or rigid movement while moving from one position to another. This behaviour is observable in movements such as sitting, standing, reclining, walking or other movement patterns that require shifting from one position to another. McDaniel et al. (12) later revised the original characteristics that were defined by Keefe and Block. They assumed that the guarding cannot occur during a stationary position such as sitting, standing and reclining. They included other features in their definition for guarding which were hesitation in the execution of movement that was different from movement that when undertaken at a slow velocity. Guarding that is considered to be an adaptive mechanism in response to acute pain in people with low back pain (13) is accompanying with increased muscle activity during flexion-extension tasks and walking (14, 15, 16, 17) and restricted optimal trunk movement (18, 19). These two guarding features that are known as muscle stiffness and joint rigidity are responsible for stabilising the spine via changes in the reflex control of trunk muscles (20).

Coordination between different body parts or muscle groups is necessary in order to control the multi-joint movement in a fluent manner. This synergy (21) might be deteriorated by factors such as pain, muscle stiffness, decreased joint range of motion (22, 23) and
neurological problems (24) which may eventually result in the lack of coordination between different body parts. Silfies et al. (22) in a standing reach task, demonstrated that lumbar-pelvic coordination was more separated in time and more variable in people with chronic low back pain compared to healthy participants. This lack of coordination was attributed to freezing the motion of the lumbar spine in the subjects with low back pain (21, 22, 25) in contrast to healthy people who simultaneously moved their lumbar spine and pelvis in the same direction during trunk bending (26).

Previous studies (23, 25) have shown that inter-joint coordination is altered in the lumbar spine and hips during sit to stand [STD] and stand to sit [SIT] in persons with LBP. The method used to compute joint coordination in these studies was the relative phase, quantified by subtracting the phase angle (inverse tangent of angular velocity relative / angular displacement) of one joint from the other (29). Positive or negative values of relative phase represent the earlier onset, or delay of movement, in one joint relative to other joint. For example, if relative phase between hip to lumbar spine is negative, the hip movement is delayed until after onset of the lumbar spine movement. Relative phase is an indicator of positional changes in coordination of two joints rather than a time parameter of joint coordination. An alternative method for representing joint coordination is the decomposition index. This is defined as an index of dis-coordination between two segments in terms of smooth or hesitant movement on the basis of timing (24). It shows whilst one segment is moving another segment is stopping. This index is applicable for studying the pain behaviours such as hesitation in guarding behaviour.

There are no previous studies which have investigated joint motion based on the decomposition index in a population with low back pain, thus the aim of this study was to compare movement coordination between the lumbar spine and hip joints using this method in participants with and without low back pain.

**Materials and Methods**
Participants

Fifteen adult (age= 46.17±8.28 years) subjects (male= 7, female=8) with chronic low back pain and 15 age-matched (age= 45.14±5.18) asymptomatic healthy people (male=7, female=8) were selected voluntarily. All subjects completed informed consent, Recent Physical Activity Questionnaire [RPAQ] and Visual Analog Scale [VAS] prior to participation in this study. They were suffered from chronic pains in low back area and inactive in past year according to their responses in questionnaires. Research committee of University approved all stages of study.

Instrument

An 8-camera motion analysis system (Simi motion, co) was used to calculate angular displacement during STD and SIT according to a standard protocol. For the purpose of this study only lumbar spine and thigh markers were analysed for calculating movement coordination. Markers were placed on the body on the second sacral vertebra (S2), right and left Anterior Superior Iliac Spine [ASIS]. Right and left thigh wands and markers were placed nearly 15 cm above patella.

Procedure

Information about the execution of movement patterns was presented verbally. Participants performed three repetitions of STD and SIT according to their preferred speed without using their hands. They stood in the front of adjustable chair (30-40 cm height) with neither armrest nor backrest. The height of chair was adjusted so that the knee angle in the sitting position was 90º regardless of the person’s height. The movement was started from a sitting position then was progressed to a standing position to complete one repetition of STD movement. After a few seconds (2-3 seconds) the movement was continued from a standing position and finished in a sitting position to complete one repetition of SIT movement. This sequence was repeated 3 times in a row. Figure 1 depicts the whole sequence and two phases of STD and SIT that are segmented according to the muscle power and type of muscle
contraction in lumbar spine. In the first phase of both STD and SIT the eccentric contraction and negative power are produced, whereas in the second phase of STD and SIT the concentric contraction and positive power are produced (25).

[Figure 1- Different phases of Sit-to-Stand (STD) and Stand-to-Sit (SIT) movement patterns]

Data analysis

Inter-joint coordination

Angular velocities of hip and lumbar spine joints were computed through dividing of angular displacement (degree) of flexion-extension (frontal) axis to time (second). The instantaneous velocity was computed for each frame number in order to acquire the detailed changes in movement sequence. Decomposition index values as indicators of inter-joint coordination were the percentage of STD and SIT time during which movement was decomposed. A joint was considered to pause when its angular velocity dropped below 5°/s (24). Average decomposition index values (%) were calculated for lumbar-hip joint pair in each phase of STD, SIT and whole STD and SIT when one joint was moving while the other joint paused.

Statistical analysis

Descriptive statistics include mean and standard deviation. Hotelling T² MANOVA test was used to compare movement coordination between healthy and patient groups. If the results were significant, follow-up ANOVA tests were used to find the between group differences on decomposition indices of STD and SIT and their phases. Confidence interval value was set at 95% and two-sided.

Results

Figure 2 demonstrates the mean decomposition index changes in different phases of STD and SIT. According to the results, decomposition index changed differently between two groups so that for low back persons decomposition indices of the first-half phase were more
than the second-half phase in STD and SIT, but for healthy group the second-half phase had higher score than the first-half phase for both STD and SIT.

The Hotelling $T^2$ test result showed that there is a significant difference ($T^2 = 18.32, F_{14, 5} = 8.33, p<.05$) on decomposition indices between low back persons and healthy groups. ANOVA follow-up results showed that there are significant differences between two groups for decomposition indices of whole pattern of STD ($F_{1, 28} = 7.96, p<.05$), whole pattern of SIT ($F_{1, 28} = 5.37, p<.05$), the first-half phase of STD ($F_{1, 28} = 7.26, p<.05$) and the first-half phase of SIT ($F_{1, 28} = 6.33, p<.05$). Low back persons had significantly higher decomposition indices relative to healthy group in whole STD (21.16 vs. 15.35), whole SIT (22.18 vs. 18.95), the first-half of STD (21.35 vs. 16.04), and the first-half of SIT (23.04 vs. 13.18).

[Figure 2- Decomposition index of control and low back persons in different phases of STD and SIT]

**Discussion**

The aim of this study was to examine the effects of chronic low back pain on movement coordination in lumbar spine and hip joints during two functional movement abilities including STD and SIT. Our findings showed that there were significant differences between low back persons and healthy people on decomposition indices of STD, SIT and the first-half phases of STD and SIT. These findings are indicative of the lack of synergy among movement of two joints that move independently due to lack of coordination. On the other hand, while hip joint flexed lumbar joint paused and vice versa. These findings also support the incidence of hesitation due to pain in low back persons that is demonstrated in previous studies (11, 12).

Silfies et al. (22) showed that lumbar-pelvic coordination was more separated in time and more variable in people with chronic low back pain. Shum et al. (23) have demonstrated that low back persons showed different lumbar-hip coordination relative to healthy people. In fact, the contribution of lumbar spine in STD and SIT movements was reduced due to immobility in theses joints to protecting the spine against pain. Shum et al. (25) in another
study have revealed that muscle moment reduction in lumbar spine in sagittal plane is the reason for changing STD and SIT strategy in low back persons because they minimise the trunk motion and thereby reduce the muscle moment on the joint that it in turn changes inter-joint coordination. Another study (30) showed decreased power flow from pelvic to legs in low back persons during STD. The present findings also showed dis-coordination of joints due to pausing in one joint whilst other joint moving.

The method of current study was different from previous studies (22, 25) that were measured inter-joint coordination through relative phase as an indicator of phase difference among paired-joints such as hip and lumbar spine joints. Relative phase is indicator of positional changes in coordination (leading or lagging joint into degree) rather than time parameter (pausing one joint into millisecond). In fact, guarding behaviour as a form of muscle stiffness or joint freezing (14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20) that is observable in low back persons resulted in limitation in trunk or thigh movements and it caused to inter-joint dis-coordination.

The additional data analysis on decomposition index of lumbar and hip joints showed different contribution of them in inducing dis-coordination in healthy and low back pain groups. In healthy group the pausing percentage in lumbar and hip joints in entire movements were 77% and 22% (lumbar to hip ratio: 3.5), whereas in low back pain group the pausing percentage for lumbar and hip joints were 60% and 42% (lumbar to hip ratio:1.42). Thus, hip joint slightly (25% less than healthy people) contributed in body weight transfer in low back persons. These findings are important as they show to what extent hesitant movement shared between two different body parts for executing STD and SIT.

In addition, as figure 2 shows the decomposition index for low back persons in different phases of STD and SIT are different, so that in the first-half of STD and SIT they demonstrated more pausing than the second-half. This pattern was different with healthy people who showed more pausing in the second-half of STD and SIT. Shum et al. (25)
revealed that muscle powers are different in different phases of STD and SIT, so that in the first-half phase the muscle work is negative because the type of muscular contraction is eccentric. It seems that keeping the trunk uprightly during seat-off phase to peak lumbar spine flexion (a, b and c in figure 1) due to painful condition deteriorates inter-joint coordination by reducing the fluent motion and converting it into hesitant movement. Again during SIT movement the type of muscle contraction in first-half phase is eccentric that will interrupt the joints’ synergy which caused in more pausing during movement execution.

Reducing the angular velocity of both lumbar and hip joints during STD and SIT have been demonstrated in previous studies (23, 31) and were explained as a preventive mechanism against pain that are caused by muscle contraction and high levels of acceleration. Difficulty in transferring the muscle force from pelvic to lower legs causes in an interruption in the execution of closed kinetic chain that in turn is responsible for transferring the force from upper to lower body parts (30). These findings suggest that reducing angular velocity in lumbar spine same as healthy people is helpful to reduce the angular moment between two joints and subsequently prevent the risk of losing balance. But reducing it beyond the normal values relative to hip movement is a preventive mechanism that is observable in low back persons that could change the mechanics of movement through increasing in hesitant behaviours. Thus, in rehabilitation programmes of low back pain, emphasising on a constant and fluent motion and preventing from hesitant movement reduce the pressure on the lumbar spine through efficient utilisation of hip in coordination with lumbar spine by means of a closed kinetic chain.

Future studies should investigate the possible mechanisms of hesitation behaviours through electromyography [EMG] study to confirm the biomechanical findings that have been revealed in the present study.
In conclusion, low back pain causes dis-coordination in the function of different body parts and results in pausing in one segment while the other segment moves independently. Therapeutic exercises that emphasise on coordinative movement of pelvic and hip joints could reduce disco-ordination due to freezing in movement segments.
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Figure 1- Different phases of Sit-to-Stand (STD) and Stand-to-Sit (SIT) movement patterns.

\(a\) and \(b\) represent seat-off phase or the first-half of STD; \(c\) and \(d\) represent stand-up phase or the second-half of STD; \(e\) and \(d\) represent sit-down phase or the first-half of SIT; \(f\) and \(g\) represent seat-on or the second-half of SIT.
Figure 2- Decomposition index of control and low back persons in different phases of STD and SIT